DETONATIONS, EXPLOSIONS AND SUPERSONIC COMBUSITON including pulse-detonation and scramjet engines.
Introduction
A large variety of colleges, companies, and research organizations are directing attention to applying detonation waves (Kailasanath [1] ) to the combustion process of internal combustion engines. In the configuration for generating planar detonation waves in a cylindrical tube, Pulse Detonation Engines (PDEs) (Kailasanath [2] ) are prevalent and can generate force and work even if the compressor mechanism is simplified or fully eliminated.
They can achieve theoretically a higher thermal efficiency than those that use constant-pressure combustion. For this advantage, their application as an alternative combustor in conventional rockets and air-breathing and gas turbine engines has been investigated experimentally, numerically, and theoretically (Kasahara et al. [3] [4] [5] , Sato et al. [6] , Endo et al. [7, 8] ).
On the other hand, applications using stabilized shock-induced combustion (SIC) and self-sustained oblique detonation waves (ODW) (Lehr [9] , Li et al. [10] ) around projectiles are proposed for oblique detonation wave engines (ODWEs) (Powers [11] ) and a Ram-Accelerator (RAMAC) (Hertzberg et al. [12] , Higgins [13] ). The fundamental researches on these phenomena include both experimental and numerical ones. Matsuo et al. [14, 15] conducted unsteady computational simulations about SIC around hypersonic projectiles called large-disturbance regimes, which have a comparatively long period of combustion cell generation. Additionally, a number of studies about ODW stabilized a wedge have been conducted numerically. Choi et al. [16, 17] revealed that the ODW front becomes unstable and displays cell-like points under conditions of an increase in the activation energy of the mixture. They also investigated a different regime of SIC resulting from length relations between the fluid dynamic time and the chemical time behind a shock wave under a flow-turning angle greater than the maximum attach angle of the ODW. Fusina et al. [18] studied numerically the stability of a wedge supported ODW near the Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) point in an inhomogeneous fuel-air mixture that introduced artificially small disturbances consisting of pure air. A numerical study conducted by Walter et al. [19] was on the interaction between the leading C-J ODW stabilized on a finite length wedge and expansion waves that generated from a wedge shoulder.
Together, many experimental studies were conducted to elucidate the criticality of "initiating" or "stabilizing" detonation waves by hypersonic projectiles as being necessary for application to these engines. These studies used a two-stage light-gas gun to launch projectiles at a hypervelocity higher than the C-J velocity on explosive mixtures and took visible images by using Schlieren or Shadowgraph techniques. Kaneshige and Shepherd [20] fired a stoichiometric hydrogen / air mixture diluted with nitrogen with a spherical projectile of 25 mm diameter and projection velocity of 2700 m/s. As an expression of the criticality of initiating and stabilizing the detonation wave, the wave curvature and reaction zone thickness of a mixture was suggested. Higgins [21, 22] , and Higgins and Bruckner [23] studied the criticality of the initiation of the detonation in a combustor by projectiles using a pressure history inside a tube. Kasahara et al. [24] launched cylindrical projectiles having conical noses into hydrogen / oxygen and hydrogen / air mixtures, and discussed the criticality of the projectile nose angle and initial mixture pressure. Additionally, an acetylene / oxygen mixture highly diluted with krypton was fired by spherical projectiles with 4.763 mm diameter [25] . It is remarkable to achieve a substantially low C-J velocity (1220 m/s) and a wide range (V p / D CJ = 1.0～1.8) for the ratio of the projectile velocity, V p , to the C-J detonation velocity, D CJ . Kasahara et al. integrated experimental data using parameters which are expressed by V p / D CJ and the ratio (d / λ) of the projectile diameter, d, to the detonation cell size, λ. However Lee [26] proposed an "initiation" criticality using a cylindrical, strong blast-wave analogy, Kasahara et al. suggested a semi-empirical "stabilization" criticality below the values of the criteria mentioned above, it is observed three types of the waves, a SIC in which shock and combustion wave was decoupled, a wave consisting of SIC in which shock and combustion wave was partially coupled and ODW (they called it the "Straw Hat type"), and stabilized ODW in References 24 and 25. Especially, the Straw Hat type wave was observed in the vicinity of the criteria in which the wave structure makes drastic changes from SIC to ODW. Kasahara et al. discussed the instability of the ODW region by making observations at four points in the projectile flight direction, each with a different experiment in Ref. 24 . Although the Straw Hat type is presumably an unstable phenomenon, it has been mainly observed by a single frame picture to date; there is no result to our knowledge from direct observations providing a detailed time history.
At the present time, the development of Electro-technology has allowed the filming of 100 pictures continuously with a 1 μs frame speed. We have elucidated a sustained mechanism for the unstable Straw Hat type phenomena and identified the criticality for stabilizing the ODW by directly carrying out optical observations of continuous frames.
Experimental Setup and Condition
Our experimental setup consists of four devices, shown in Fig. 1 . First, there is a two-stage light-gas gun which can launch a spherical projectile at about 2300 m/s. Second, an observation chamber with glass windows which is filled with an explosive mixture, shown between diaphragm 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 . Third, a Shadowgraph imaging system for observation of the wave structure around the projectile. Fourth, an evacuation chamber for capturing the projectile and burned gas. To film the projectile, we used a high speed video camera HPV-1 (312 × 260 pixels resolution, SHIMADZU) which can film 100 pictures continuously with a 1 μs frame speed and 250 ns exposure time. Through the glass window at 200 mm upstream from the observation section center, a He-Ne laser was set to pass the flight trajectory of a projectile. On the opposite side of the laser, the output is measured with a photodiode, which detects the signal for intercepting the passing projectile and triggers the start of camera recording.
In this study, we used a stoichiometric acetylene / oxygen mixture diluted with argon in a 50% volumetric fraction (2C 2 H 2 + 5O 2 + 7Ar), and we changed the initial filling pressure p 0 = 21.1 kPa to 60.7 kPa and kept an almost constant temperature T 0 = 283.9 ± 2.5 K. The projectile is a sphere with a 4.763 mm diameter; its velocity was 2260 ± 130 m/s, which is always higher than the C-J detonation velocity of the mixture.
To express the critical condition needed to generate a stable oblique detonation wave around the projectile, it is necessary to give the detonation cell size λ which is the width of the each cell structure perpendicular to the direction of the wave propagation. Kaneshige and Shepherd [27] compiled a detonation database that includes cell size data for various mixtures. Here, we used Desbordes's [28] results for the same mixture in p 0 = 3.96 kPa to 35.6 kPa and T 0 = 293 K, and the fitting equation (1) for these results as an exponential of p 0 . In the equation, p 0 and λ are kilopascals and millimeters, respectively. We used equation (1) Table 1 .
Criticality for Stable C-J Oblique Detonation Wave at Various Initial Pressures for the Mixture
In this study, projectile velocities were almost constant at about 2300 m/s, and the initial pressures (detonation to display striped patterns, the patterns cannot be seen in Fig. 2 (e) .
Finally, we notice a wave generated by a wake behind the projectile. In each picture of shown according to the spatial resolution. As is also visible in Fig. 4 , the transition point for the lower side exists downstream than for the upper side. However, the Δx tr increases for both sides as the time increases; on the upper side, it is observed that the transition point moves upstream during t = 23 μs to 24 μs. The left line of Fig. 4 shows detailed time history of these phenomena. After a strong explosion occurs on the upper side, a new oblique detonation wave front is visible longitudinally at t = 24 μs. At this time, other shock waves, in addition to the waves that caused the wake, have developed downstream from this transition point. In this study, we directly observed the phenomena which were suggested in Ref. 24 ; that a ODW of the Straw Hat type slides back relative to the projectile location as the time increases. Additionally, it is confirmed that the unsteady phenomena of strong local explosions in the SIC region moving the ODW front upstream, rather than sliding back continuously. We highlighted in observation of Straw Hat type about this wave structure didn't be disrupted instantaneously as a transition phenomenon, but had almost constant wave structure during passing the observation region (it had 90mm diameter, and observation duration was about 40μs). Therefore, we suggested that Straw Hat type was generated soon after a projectile running into a combustion chamber and propagated with maintaining its wave structure. In Reference [20] , it was observed that an explosion appeared at projectile upper side and lower side simultaneously certain downstream SIC region around projectile. And this process was described as instantaneous DDT process. Meanwhile, Straw Hat type observed in this study might have apparently different propagation mechanism.
Conclusions
With changes in the initial filling pressure, a spherical projectile was fired with a velocity of 2300 m/s using a two-stage light-gas gun into an acetylene / oxygen mixture diluted with argon. With a Shadowgraph imaging Hat type wave at a condition below criticality, the following phenomena were directly confirmed. In the shock-induced combustion, it seems that, regardless of the times, the waves caused a projectile wake arise from the combustion regions downstream from the projectile, and the locations remain at the constant value 30 ± 2 mm from a projectile front. At the downstream location from this point, the combustion regions are fully enfolded by wakes, and the pressure disturbances caused by combustion cells in this region are not clear. Also, we directly observed phenomena which were suggested by Kasahara et al.; that the ODW of the Straw Hat type slides back relative to the projectile location as time increases. Additionally, it is confirmed that the unsteady phenomena of strong local explosions in the SIC region moving the ODW front upstream, rather than sliding back continuously. Location of oblique detonation wave transitions upstream at t = 24 μs and generation of new wave front.
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Strong explosion is observed on the upper and lower sides of projectile at t = 23, 26 and 38 μs. 
